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Nadi Parikshan is a traditional Ayurvedic diagnostic method. This is the symbol of our dedication to advancing both convention wisdom and contemporary developments in the health care industry. Nadi Pariksha is extremely important for comprehending the subtle energy that control all bodies and offer insightful information about one's health and overall wellbeing. It gives me immense pleasure that the P.G. department of Kriya Sharir PGIA, DSRRAU, Jodhpur in collaboration with Mahanagar Ayurved Seva Sangh, Nashik is organised Nadi Parikshan workshop. It is my sincere hope that this workshop discussion will yield helpful suggestions. I hope that this workshop will be a huge success.

Prof. (Vd.) Pradeep Kumar Prajapati
Hon’ble Vice-Chancellor
DSRRAU, Jodhpur

About the Workshop

Ayurveda has rich experience in Nadi-based diagnosis but it is subjective in nature and depend on skill of the physician. Lots of researches has been done in recent years which revalidated its authenticity. Now each and every scholar have keen interest to learn it but they are not having proper Guru for this. Therefore, Post Graduate Department of Kriya Sharir of Post Graduate Institute of Ayurveda, of Dr. S. R. Rajasthan Ayurved university Jodhpur is planned a “Two Days National Workshop cum Training Programme on Nadi Pariksha” for all graduate, post graduate, scholars and Ayurveda physician & academician to learn the Nadi Pariksha. This two-day workshop is not only given theoretical knowledge in the field of Nadi Pariksha but also provide practical training too. In the practical section all the participants will be witnessed with the live demonstration on Doshaj Nadi, Dhatu Nadi and Ayyava Nadi Parikshan on Participants. By which all of the participants will be able to do Nadi Pariksha and make the proper assessment of Doshas and diseases too. On this basis the Samprapti Vighatan of the disease will be become quite easy to treat the disease with its root. Along with this query session is also arranged on the second day of workshop to solve the queries if any.

Dr. VINAYAK VITTHAL TAYADE
(Nadi Parikshan Expert)
Ayurved Expert in USA (Connectct University)
Honorable Physician His Excellency, The Governor of Maharashtra,
Maharashtra State, Raj Bhavan, Mumbai
Retired Professor Medicine Department.
Smt. K.G.M.P. Ayurved Mahavidyalaya, Charni Road, Mumbai
Advisor- Ashrya Pratisthan Mumbai
Patron- Maharashtra Ayurved Sambhalan South Mumbai
Ex PG HOD, Smt. K.G.M.P. Ayurved Mahavidyalaya, Charni Road, Mumbai

Dr. Khushboo A.R. Pambra
(Nadi Parikshan Expert)
Assistant Professor
DY Patil School of ayurved, Nerul (MD Samhita Siddhant)
Conducted Nadi Parikshan Workshop at Yenepoya Ayurved Medical College and Hospital, Mangluru- 5th -6th Sept 2023

Registration Fee:-
Rs. 800/- Offline*
(Only for PGIA Jodhpur PG Scholars)
Only 100 Seats are available
Rs. 500/-
Online with E-Certificate (For Outsiders only)
Kindly go through the Link given below:
https://forms.gle/m8iVoM3pv2LVi7qMd38

No spot registration, accommodation and transport.

Contact:
Workshop Coordinator: -
Dr. Pooja Pareek (Assistant Professor)
(7737219364)
Dr. Hemant Kumar (Assistant Professor)
(9799003186)

Members:
Dr. Anish Chouhan (8005546689)
Dr. Ramesh Kaswan (9414398169)
Dr. Varsha (9414903129)
&
All PG Scholar
PG Department of Kriya Sharir

Payment detail:
UPI ID: drsrраrau@sbi